**Top Ten Breed (points)**
1. GCH CH Derby's Toast With Gusto "Gus," Sue Copeland 426
2. GCH CH Breezy Ridge Maximus, T Conway/K Krumpe 399
3. GCH CH Swiss Run's Jamaican Me Crazy CD RE DD WWD PT VGS "Mon," Deanna /Ben Never 396
4. GCH CH Trout Creek's On Fire At Shadetree "Cooper," Cathy Cooper 339
5. GCH CH Wildest Dream Midnight In Havana "Havana," Robert Mezzanotte & Sarah Trenholm / Tina & John Bailey 284
6. GCH CH Derby's All American "Tebow," Mike & Amber Rusk / Chrissy & Brad Selleck 216
7. GCH CH Painted Mtn's Olaf The Viking Pirate "Olaf," Lisa K Simonsen & Kathy Deyo 156
8. GCH CH Painted Mtn Oliver Twist Of Fate "Oliver," Katie & Randy Markley 142
9. GCH CH Cedarcoves M'Bers Blue Moon RN CGC "Blue," Tracy A MacEachern 139
10. GCH CH Fireside's Pick Me Out A Winner CD BN DD NWPD WWD OAP OJP "Hobbs," Melissa & Brett Jarriel 137

**Top Ten All-Breed (points)**
1. GCH CH Derby's Toast With Gusto "Gus," Sue Copeland 15252
2. GCH CH Breezy Ridge Maximus, T Conway/K Krumpe 1024
3. GCH CH Trout Creek's On Fire At Shadetree "Cooper," Cathy Cooper 839
4. GCH CH Remington's Pride First Knight "Leonidas," Sarah Rensch & Sandra Streit 677
5. GCH CH Witkacy Caveat Actor BN WWDS CGCA "Max," Kathy Kimmeth / Brian & Debbie Cavanaugh 661
6. GCH CH Wildest Dream Midnight In Havana "Havana," Robert Mezzanotte & Sarah Trenholm / Tina & John Bailey 492
7. GCH CH Painted Mtn's Olaf The Viking Pirate "Olaf," Lisa K Simonsen & Kathy Deyo 415
8. GCH CH Swiss Run's Jamaican Me Crazy CD RE DD WWD PT VGS "Mon," Deanna/Ben Never 396
9. GCH CH Derby's All American "Tebow," Mike & Amber Rusk / Chrissy & Brad Selleck 371

**Top Ten Owner-Handled with owner handler (points)**
1. GCH CH Painted Mtn's Olaf the Viking Slayer “Olaf” (156) Lisa Simonsen
2. GCH CH Fireside the Chase “Jake” (92) Paula Robles
3. CH Painted Mtn's H2O “Splash” (28) Lisa Simonsen
4. CH Painted Mtn Saddle Up “Munny” (26) Lisa Simonsen
Top Ten All-Breed *Owner-Handled* with owner handler (points)

1. GCH CH Painted Mtn's Olaf the Viking Slayer “Olaf” (156) Lisa Simonsen
2. GCH CH Fireside the Chase “Jake” (92) Paula Robles
3. CH Painted Mtn's H20 “Splash” (28) Lisa Simonsen
4. CH Painted Mtn Saddle Up “Munny” (26) Lisa Simonsen

**Versatility Greater Swiss**

**Versatility Greater Swiss Excellent (VGSX)**

- GCH CH Cherished Deb's Perfect Pot of Tea VGSX MDD CDX RE THD WWDX "Elliot," Debbie Fields and Kim Woollard, 05/25/14
- Cherished It's Not Easy Being Green Of Twinpine CDX WWD AXJ OA DD VGSX "Elphie," Steve and Dori Likevich, 11/01/14

**Versatility Greater Swiss (VGS)**

- Cherished It's Not Easy Being Green Of Twinpine CD WWD AXJ OA DD VGS "Elphie," Steve and Dori Likevich, 10/19/14
- CH HalfMoon's Colonel Crockett CD WPDX DD VGS "Davy," Marlys Eichhoefer, 05/10/14
- Landhof's Talsee of Brush Creek RN JHD CD NWPD PT DD VGS "Zuri," Tiffanie Cross & Byron Cross, 09/15/14

**Owner-Handled**

**Owner-Handled Champions (with owner handler)**

- CH Alpinez Double Chocolate Bailey (Kimberly Gallagher)
- CH Alpinez Rose Gold CGC (Camille Sybert)
- CH Alpinez Gold Medal Ribbon Sophie (Kelly A. Stover)
- CH Alpinez Double Shot (Kristy Stecker)
- CH CedarCove's Stack and Deliver Siren’s Trick Cent (Kristen Langan)
- CH Northwood's Dab of Magic (Heidi Steenstra)

**Owner-Handled Grand Champions (with owner handler)**

- GCH CH Wildest Dream Hearts S.O. Had Enough (Dawn Fralick)
Novice A
1 - Amy Ruppert and Blossom Hill’s Gladiolas CD with a 191.33 average
2 - Sandy Sterling and CH Lndhof’s Umbria Of Brush Creek CD BN with a 189 average
3 - Tiffany Cross and Landhof’l Talsee Of Brush Creek CD RN PT CGC with a 181.67 average

Novice B
1 - Chris Lero and CH Suma I-Am-Sam By Lonestar CD BN RN TD with a 180.67 average
2 - Steve Likevich and Cherished It’s Not Easy Being Green of Twinpine CDX BN AX AXJ avg180.50
3 - Laurie Carmody and Matterhorn’s Get On Your Boots CD RN PT with a 179.50 average
4 - Leslie Wemhoff and Tymeless Shenendoah River Rose CD with a 176.33 average
5 - Marlys Eichhoefer and CH Halfmoon’s Colonel Crockett CD with a 175.3 average

Open A
1 - Steve Likevich and Cherished It’s Not Easy Being Green of Twinpine CDX BN AX AXJ with a 184.8 average

Top Producers

Top Producing Sire of Champions (# Champions)
GCH CH Nox’s George Bailey’s Irish Crème WWDS “George,” Nancy Kechner, Julie Comer & Colleen Robson (6)

Top Producing Dam of Champions (# Champions)
GCH CH Double Q Paradise Afire! ROM-B “Dicey,” Mary Jo & James Rasmussen (5)
CH Fivepoint Alpinez Trickortreat Candy ROM-B “Candy,” Alyssa A Shah (5)

Top Producing Sire of Working Titles (# Titles)
CH PACH Shadetree’s Xenia Of Twinpine UDX RE MXP3 MXP8 MJPS PAX VGSX MDD BDD WWDS “Jethro,” Steve & Dori Likevich (14)

Top Producing Dam of Working Titles (# Titles)
CH Cherished All Over the Page RN NDD WWD "Betty," Kimberly Woollard (16)
**Legion of Merit**

**Dam**

(Scarlett, Redbull)

**Sire**

Suddanly Claudjo ROM-D LOM-D "Claudjo," Erin McWilliams, 12/13/14  
(Cayenne, Scarlett, Redbull)

---

**Register of Merit**

**Dam**

GCH CH Double Q Paradise Afire! ROM-B "Dicey," Mary Jo & James Rasmussen, 10/11/14  
(Riley, Ollie, Joey, Fifi, Johnny)

CH Fivepoint Alpinez Trickortreat Candy ROM-B "Candy," Alyssa A Shah, 02/22/14  
(Gambit, Lucy, Alpinez Heart Of Gold, Alpinez Gold Medal Ribbon Sophie, Gus)

Sawmill's She's A Sure Shot! ROM-B "Oakley," Laura Bullock, 03/22/14  
(Hobbs. Jasper, River, Jake, Logan)

GCH CH Seavaridge's Keystone Large Marge ROM-B "Large Marge," Dr. Christie R Gisewhite & Blanche P Roberts, 05/17/14  
(Tesla, Noel, Guilty, Welby, Wally)

CH Suma-Shadetree Serenghetti ROM-B "Ivanka," Mary Beth Usery/Tiffany Gonzales/Catherine Cooper, 08/23/14  
(Riddick, Herbie, Ava, Cash, Arabella)

(Millie, Havana, Bowie, Eros, Tangelo)

**Sire**

CH Rippling Waters Havelock Key ROM-D CDX MDD WPDX WWD VGSX BDD AXJ NAP "Keygan," Melissa Jarriel & Brett Jarriel, 03/22/14  
(Rowdy, Daphne, Reiner, Bubba, Grainger, Hobbs, Jasper, River, Jake, Logan)

CH Shadetree's Green Eggs And Ham ROM-D "Seuss," Catherine O Cooper, 03/15/14  
(Bryson, Itchy, Loulou, Becca, Rasta, Salvo, Coco, Hank, Darby, Tracker)

Twinpeaks Sammy The Redbull ROM-D "RedBull," Erin Mcwilliams & Grainne Ruth, 12/13/14  
(Ranier, Tesla, Noel, Guilty, Remy, Cecelia, Caboo, Bullwinkle, Lynx, Samson)
Club Awards

The Honorees From Last Awards Banquet Were:

**Friend Of The Swissy** – Brian Ruppert

**Exemplary Junior** – Not Awarded

**Margaret Poole Lifetime Achievement Award** – Huck Bothner & Jean Measell

**Ambassador of the Breed** – CH Petra Of Whispering Pine HSAdsc HIAs STDc ATDs OTDc OTDd STDsGSM HSAs HRD-I STDc

**AKC Outstanding Sportsman Award** – Megan Westenmeyer

**Breeder’s Cup Award** – Laurie Carmody – Matterhorn Greater Swiss

**Achievement award winners**
- Anna Wallace – Liberty Run Kennel
- Cathy Cooper – Shadetree Kennel
- Barbara Martinez – SunHaven Swissies
- Janelle Kaiser – Seneca Greater Swiss

Agility

**Preferred Agility Championship (PACH)**
CH PACH Shadetree’s Xenia Of Twinpine UDX RE MXP3 MXPB MJP7 MJPS PAX VGSX MDD BDD WWDS “Jethro,”, Steve Likevich & Dori Likevich, 01/25/14

**Master Agility Excellent Preferred 2 (MXP2)**
CH Cherished Nobody Doesn’t Like RN MXP2 MJP NFP JHD WWDS “SaraLee,” Jan Collins & Kimberly Woollard, 10/12/14

**Master Excellent Jumper Preferred 2 (MJP2)**
CH Cherished Nobody Doesn’t Like RN MXP2 MJP2 OFP JHD WWDS “SaraLee,” Jan Collins & Kimberly Woollard, 10/26/14

**Agility Excellent (AX)**
Cherished It's Not Easy Being Green Of Twinpine CDX BN AX AXJ DD WWD "Elphie," Steve & Doris Likevich, 11/22/14

**Excellent Agility Jumper (AXJ)**
Cherished It's Not Easy Being Green Of Twinpine CD BN OA AXJ DD "Elphie," Steve & Doris Likevich, 08/03/14

**Excellent Agility Jumper Preferred (AJP)**
Double Q's Come Fly With Me RA OAP AJP NFP NDD "Scopey," Jan Collins, 11/04/14

CH Matterhorn's Stealth Bomber CD RN OAP AJP, Mr. Clinton Spaar III & Mrs. Mary Jane Spaar, 11/16/14

**Open Agility (OA)**
Cherished It's Not Easy Being Green Of Twinpine CD BN OA OAJ DD "Elphie," Steve & Doris Likevich, 07/12/14

**Open Agility Jumpers (OAJ)**
Cherished It's Not Easy Being Green Of Twinpine CD BN NA OAJ DD "Elphie," Steve & Doris Likevich, 06/28/14

**Open Agility Preferred (OAP)**
Double Q's Come Fly With Me RA OAP AJP NFP NDD "Scopey," Jan Collins, 11/04/14
CH Matterhorn's Stealth Bomber CD RN OAP AJP WPD BDD MDD "Lester," Mr. Clinton Spaar III & Mrs. Mary Jane Spaar, 11/16/14

**Open Agility Jumpers Preferred (OJP)**
Double Q's Come Fly With Me RN OJP, Jan Collins, 05/18/14
GCH CH Fireside's Pick Me Out A Winner CD BN OAP OJP VGS DD WWD NWPD "Hobbs", Melissa Jarriel & Brett Jarriel, 02/08/14
CH Matterhorn's Stealth Bomber CD RN NAP OJP MDD BDD VGS WPD "Lester," Clinton Spaar III & Mary Jane Spaar, 02/21/14

**Agility FAST Open Preferred (OFP)**
CH Cherished Nobody Doesn't Like RN MXP2 MJP OFP JHD WWDS "SaraLee," Jan Collins & Kimberly Woollard, 10/17/14

**Novice Agility (NA)**
Cherished It's Not Easy Being Green Of Twinpine BN NA NAJ "Elphie," Steve & Doris Likevich, 03/15/14
CH Double Q's Call Of The Siren RN NA NAJ "Siren," Mary Jo Rasmussen & James Rasmussen, 01/11/14
CH Double Q's Double Olive Martini CD RN NA NAP CA CGC WWD DD "Ollie," Tracy Brainard & Darlene Ward, 11/16/14
Trout Creek's Third Time's The Charm NA "Tre," Mary Jo Rasmussen, 01/10/14

**Novice Agility Jumpers (NAJ)**
Cherished It's Not Easy Being Green Of Twinpine BN NAJ DD "Elphie," Steve & Doris Likevich, 05/11/14
Trout Creek's Third Time's The Charm NA NAJ "Tre," Mary Jo Rasmussen, 03/27/14

**Novice Agility Preferred (NAP)**
Double Q's Come Fly With Me RA NAP OJP NFP NDD "Scopey," Jan Collins, 10/25/14
CH Double Q's Double Olive Martini CD RN NAP CGC WWD NDD HCT CA "Ollie," Tracy Brainard & Darlene Ward, 02/21/14
Novice Agility Jumpers Preferred (NJP)
Cyclones Bahama Sky NJP, Julie Mulloy, 07/12/14
Double Q's Come Fly With Me RN NJP "Scopey," Jan Collins, 04/21/14
Trout Creek's You'Re Just Jealous CD GN DD RE NAP NJP NFP "Heidi," John Sperline & Dorothea Sperline & Bonnie Huett, 04/12/14

Agility FAST Novice Preferred (NFP)
Double Q's Come Fly With Me RN OJP NFP "Scopey," Jan Collins, 06/14/14
Trout Creek's You'Re Just Jealous CD GN DD RE NAP NFP "Heidi," John Sperline & Dorothea Sperline & Bonnie Huett, 03/29/14

Companion Dog Excellent (CDX)
Cherished It's Not Easy Being Green Of Twinpine CDX WWD AXJ OA DD VGSX "Elphie," Steve & Doris Likevich, 11/01/14

Companion Dog (CD)
Blossom Hill's Gladiolas CD WPD "Shiloh," Amy Ruppert & Brian Ruppert, 06/14/14
CH Cherished Double Cup Of Tennessee Mud CD BN RN ROM WWD "Dolly," Kimberly Woollard, 07/13/14
Cherished It's Not Easy Being Green Of Twinpine CD BN DD NA NAJ "Elphie," Steve & Doris Likevich, 05/17/14
CH Halfmoon's Colonel Crockett CD WPDX DD "Davy," Marlys J Eichhoefer, 05/10/14
Landhof's Talsee Of Brush Creek CD RN JHD "Zuri," Byron Cross & Tiffanie Cross, 07/26/14
CH Landhof's Umbria Of Brush Creek CD BN "Umbria," Sandy Sterling & Kathleen Borgmeyer, 08/24/14
CH Matterhorn's Big Hunk O' Love CD "Baril," Peter Ziegler & Laurie Carmody, 08/29/14
Matterhorn's Get On Your Boots CD RN PT "Boots," Laurie Carmody, 11/02/14
CH Suma I-Am-Sam By Lonestar CD BN RN TD "Sami," Christine Lero & Mary Beth Usery & Lisa G Mayo, 03/22/14
Tymeles Shenendoah River Rose CD, Leslie S Wemhoff, 04/26/14

Pre-Companion Dog (PCD)
GCH CH Derby's Xotic Daisy O'Spot BN PCD RE WWD "Daisy," Alan Mcfadden & Debra Echols & Kristin Kleeman, 05/25/14

Beginner Novice (BN)
Cherished It's Not Easy Being Green Of Twinpine BN "Elphie," Steve & Doris Likevich, 02/09/14
GCH CH Derby's Xotic Daisy O'Spot BN RE NWPD "Daisy," Alan Mcfadden & Debra Echols & Kristin Kleeman, 01/18/14

CH Houha's Ice Cold Cookies N Cream BN "Cookie," Sandy Sterling & Loreen Houha & R. Jerry Sterling, 09/28/14

Landhof's O'Doul's Of Brush Creek BN "Doule", Sandy Sterling & Kathleen Borgmeyer & Jerry Sterling, 11/30/14

Landhof's Umbria Of Brush Creek BN "Umbria," Sandy Sterling & Kathleen Borgmeyer, 05/03/14

CH Matterhorn's Cotton Candy BN RN "Candy," Kim Floyd & Laurie Carmody, 02/15/14

GCH CH Quiet Valleys Sd Napoleon BN RA CGCA "Napoleon," Patricia A Cole & Teresa C Routh, 04/11/14

Ticino's Lucerne De Mardi Of Blossom Hill BN "Mardi," Amy Ruppert & Brian Ruppert, 09/17/14

GCH CH Witkacy Caveat Actor BN CGC "Max," Kathy Kimmeth & Brian Cavanaugh & Debbie Cavanaugh, 03/24/14

**Rally Advanced Excellent (RAE)**

Trout Creek's You'Re Just Jealous CD GN RAE NAP NJP NFP DD "Heidi," John Sperline & Dorothea Sperline & Bonnie Huett, 06/20/14

**Rally Excellent (RE)**

Almrausch Symphony In Rose V. Aegis RE DD "Dagan," Virginia O'Rorke, 05/11/14

CH Remington's Pride Love At First Sight CD RE CGC "Darla," Sandra Streit, 01/25/14

GCH CH Swiss Run's Jamaican Me Crazy CD RE DD VGS "Mon," Deanna Never & Ben Never, 03/08/14

**Rally Advanced (RA)**

Double Q's Come Fly With Me RA OJP NFP NDD "Scopey," Jan Collins, 10/03/14

CH Matterhorn's Cotton Candy BN RA "Candy," Kim Floyd & Laurie Carmody, 11/28/14

GCH CH Quiet Valleys Sd Napoleon RA CGC "Napoleon," Patricia A Cole & Teresa C Routh, 01/26/14

CH Shadetree Keep Dancin With Swiss Run RA CGC "Tango," Deanna Never & Christina M Rossetti, 07/06/14

GCH CH Swiss Run's Sd Denali RA PT NWPD WWD ROM "Aare," Deanna Never & Ben Never, 09/17/14

CH Wildest Dream S.O. Close To The Heart CD RA "Eros," Dawn Fralick & Tina Bailey & Bob Fralick & John Bailey, 01/18/14

**Rally Novice (RN)**

GCH CH Cedarcoves M'Bers Blue Moon RN CGC "Blue," Tracy A MacEachern, 11/08/14

CH Cherished Nobody Doesn'T Like RN MXP MJP NFP JHD WWDS "SaraLee," Jan Collins & Kimberly Woollard, 10/03/14

Geveden Garlands Of Jasmine RN, Judie Taphorn, 06/07/14

CH Matterhorn's Big Hunk O' Love CD RN "Baril," Peter Ziegler & Laurie Carmody, 11/21/14

CH Matterhorn's Burning Down The House RN "Pyro," Laurie Raynor-Carmody & Alexandra Carmody, 02/09/14

Matterhorn's Drifting Sand RN PT "Dune," Laurie Carmody, 09/17/14

Matterhorn's Queen Of Hearts RN "Dee," Laurie Carmody, 02/09/14

GCH CH Palisade's Wished On The Moon RN Arrow," Lynne F Kenney, 07/05/14

Shadetree Keep Dancin With Swiss Run RN "Tango," Deanna Never & Ben Never, 01/31/14

Shadetree's Ursa Minor RN "Ursa," Sarah Winkelvoss, 09/17/14

CH Smiling Dogs Lowenbrau Red Lion Of Breezy Ridge RN "K2," Shirleyan Smoker & Stephanie Reina, 01/30/14

Suma's Divine Beauty RN "Astrid," Stephanie Inkster & Mary Beth Usery, 08/03/14

Sunstone's Everest RN CGC, Jennifer Lind & Ann Rita Rimler, 04/12/14

Advanced Canine Good Citizen (CGCA)

Houha's Jersey Shore Delight CGCA "Jersey," Kara Fields & Craig Fields, 04/16/14

GCH CH Quiet Valleys Sd Napoleon RN CGCA "Napoleon," Patricia A Cole & Teresa C Routh, 01/25/14

Seavaridge's Xtra Spcl Dsrt Xeriscape CGCA, Marilyn Godbee, 10/19/14

Shadetree's Obie CGCA, Anne Barnett, 05/03/14

CH Sooner's Lucky Pooka Ciara BN CGCA "Ciara," Susan A Mcclintick & Shawn Mcclintick, 02/23/14

CH Sooner's Persephone Goddess Of Spring BN CGCA "CC," Ashley Marie McClintick & Susan A Mcclintick, 02/23/14

CH Trout Creek She's So Fine CGCA NWPD "Jayda," Virginia Vetri Reynolds & James Reynolds, 10/25/14

GCH CH Witkacy Caveat Actor BN CGCA "Max," Kathy Kimmeth & Brian Cavanaugh & Debbie Cavanaugh, 03/30/14

Canine Good Citizen (CGC)

Aegis Kinderapfelgrosa Dagnyrose Von Leichstoffen CGC "Dagny," Peggy Liggins, 05/06/14

Alpinez Double Shot CGC "Jura," Alyssa Shah & Kristy Stecker & Daman Wood, 02/09/14

Alpinez Precious Silver CGC "Mia," Kelly Stover & Alyssa Saah, 10/11/14


Alpinez Silver Eminence Dear Prudence CGC "Prudence," Jeff Haley & Alyssa A Shah & Lori Haley, 10/11/14

Barton Manor Smith Valley CGC, Scarlet Harriss & William Harriss, 03/08/14

Bermuda High's Ryde Into The Sunset CGC "Ryder," Tony & Brittany Kiser, 07/15/14
CH Blackamber Keep On Choogin' CGC "Henry," Rick Hart, 08/09/14
Blue View's This American Life CGC "Ilse," C. Yvonne Pereygo, 05/18/14
GCH CH Cedarcoes M'Bers Blue Moon CGC "Blue," Tracy A MacEachern, 09/27/14
Cherished Deck The Halls CGC "Holly," Travis Hoberecht & Alysha Hall, 01/19/14
Cherished The Century's Best CGC "Sentry," Jaime Taylor & Kimberly Woolland, 08/07/14
Cimarron's Toiyabe Trailblazer CGC Toiyabe," Amanda Hoyer, 10/05/14
Matterhorn's Edelweiss Of Blackamber CGC "Willow," Kathy Kimmeth & Alyssa Kimmeth, 10/18/14
Painted Mtn's Singing In The Rain CGC "Splash," Anne Barnett, 05/03/14
Pine Grove Kronk's Kryptonite CGC "Oscar," Meggen Bruce, 10/16/14
Quiet Valleys Annie Get Your Gun CGC "Annie," Patricia A Cole, 01/25/14
Quiet Valleys Odin's Justice CGC "Odin," Mr. Matthew David Hoenstine & Mr. Raymond Thomas Clark, 10/11/14
Ramsgate's Elara CGC “Aria”, Charles & Paulette Shupack & Antoinette Killpatrick & Jeff Shupack & Michelle Slate, 01/16/14
Rivendell's Wyatt CGC "Wyatt," Justin Allison, 10/04/14
Seavaridge's Dagavin Storm CGC, Pamela Hathaway & Matthew Hathaway, 09/19/14
Shadetree Keep Dancin With Swiss Run CGC "Tango," Deanna Never & Christina M Rossetti, 01/19/14
CH Shadetree's Furst Lil Deuce Coupe CGC "Cooper," Jana Furst, 08/20/14
Suma-Shadetree Jade CGC "Jade," Jeffrey Karnia & Dana Eich, 10/29/14
Sunstone's Everest CGC "Max," Adam Rimler, 02/06/14
Swiss Run's Gutsiest Move I Ever Saw CGC "Goose," Deanna Never & Corinne Matchett, 04/03/14
Twinpeaks Amuse Bouche CGC "Caboo," Denise Mitterando & Erin McWilliams, 05/20/14
Whispering Palm's Kit Carson CGC “Kit”, Tamara Force & Ralph Herbig, 05/04/14
Wildest Dream Genuinely Distilled Spirits CGC “Tillie” Tina & John Bailey, 09/27/14
GCH CH Witkacy Caveat Actor BN CGC "Max," Kathy Kimmeth & Brian Cavanaugh & Debbie Cavanaugh, 03/24/14

Master Draft Dog (MDD)
GCH CH Cherished Deb's Perfect Pot of Tea MDD CDX RE THD WWDX VGSX "Elliot," Debbie Fields and Kim Woolland, 04/13/14
GCH CH Fireside's Pick Me Out A Winner CD BN OAP OJP VGS MDD WWDD NWPD "Hobbs", Melissa Jarriel & Brett Jarriel, 09/15/14
CH Matterhorn's Stealth Bomber MDD OJP NAP CD RN VGS WPD "Lester," Mary & Clint Spaar & Laurie Carmody, 05/03/14

Draft Dog
Draft Dog (DD)
Cherished It's Not Easy Being Green Of Twinpine DD BN NAJ "Elphie," Steve & Dori Likevich, 04/13/14
CH Double Q's Double Olive Martini DD CA CD RN NAP WWD VGS "Ollie," Tracy Brainard & Darlene Ward, 09/15/14
CH Frecajo's Ace of Base JHD RN WWD WPD DD "Fender," Kelly Nevin, Margaret McKee & Carina Rehn, 05/03/14
Halfmoon’s Dashing Big Blue CD WPDX DD WWD VGS "Dash," Linda & Danny Yanusz, 10/25/14
Landhof’s Talsee of Brush Creek CD NWPD PT JHD DD RN "Zuri," Tiffanie Cross & Byron Cross, 09/15/14
GCH CH Quiet Valleys Sd Napoleon BN RA CGCA DD "Napoleon," Pat Cole, 11/10/14
CH SunHaven's Chocolate Peanut Butter Swirl CD RA JHD NJP NBDD VGS WPD DD "Linus," Christine Knorr & Barbara Martinez, 01/19/14

Novice Draft Dog (NDD)
Cherished It's Not Easy Being Green Of Twinpine NDD BN NAJ "Elphie," Steve & Dori Likevich, 04/12/14
Double Q's Come Fly With Me RA OJP NFP NDD "Scopey," Jan Collins, 11/08/14
GCH CH Quiet Valleys Sd Napoleon BN RA CGCA NDD "Napoleon," Pat Cole, 11/08/14
Seneca's Gypsy Boots NWPD NDD JHD HTADIII-s HTAD-d HTDI-d "Gypsy," Allison & Blake Allen, 10/11/14
CH Wildest Dream Hearts S.O. Had Enough CD NDD "Tangelo," Dawn & Bob Fralick, Tina Bailey & John C. Bailey, 04/12/14

Master Draft Dog (MBDD)
GCH Fireside's Pick Me Out A Winner CD MDD WWD NWPD VGS OAP OJP "Hobbs," Melissa H. Jarriel and J. Brett Jarriel, 09/15/14

Brace Draft Dog (BDD)
CH Frecajo’s Ace of Base JHD RN WWD WPD BDD "Fender," Kelly Nevin, Margaret McKee & Carina Rehn, 05/04/14
CH Matterhorn's Stealth Bomber MDD OJP NAP CD RN VGS WPD BDD "Lester," Mary & Clint Spaar & Laurie Carmody, 05/04/14

Herding
AKC Herding

Herding Started Course A Sheep (HSAs)
CH Sunhaven's Chocolate Peanut Butter Swirl CD RA HSAs NJP DD WPD NBDD VGS "Linus," Christine Knorr & Barbara Martinez, 10/11/14

Pre-Trial Tested (PT)
CH Frecajo's Ace Of Base RN PT DD BDD JHD WPD "Fender," Kelly Nevin & Margaret McKee, 09/14/14
Landhof's Talsee Of Brush Creek CD RN PT CGC JHD NWPD VGS "Zuri," Byron Cross & Tiffanie Cross, 09/14/14
CH Matterhorn Whisperingpalms Pleaides CD RA PT NAP NJP NFP WPDX JHD DD VGS "Fury," Kelly Nevin, 09/14/14
Matterhorn's Drifting Sand PT "Dune," Laurie Carmody, 09/14/14
Matterhorn's Get On Your Boots RN PT NDD "Boots," Laurie Carmody, 09/14/14
Matterhorn's Queen Of Hearts RN PT "Dee," Laurie Carmody, 05/18/14
GCH CH Sawmill's Nymph Of Riverwalk PT "Daphne," Laura Bullock & Denise H Glass & Judy Brown Fletcher, 09/14/14
CH Sawmill's River Key Bubba PT "Bubba," Stephen Fletcher & Judy Brown-Fletcher, 09/14/14
Shadetree's Alpine Ambler PT "Toby," Dr. Roberta Seidman & John Fleagle, 09/14/14
CH Sunhaven's Chocolate Peanut Butter Swirl CD RA PT NJP WPD VGS JHD DD NBDD, Christine Knorr & Barbara Martinez, 02/15/14
Sunstone's Everest RN PT CGC, Jennifer Lind & Ann Rita Rimler, 10/23/14
Swiss Run's I'Ll Be Your Wingman Anytime PT "Merlin," Christina M Rossetti, 09/14/14
GCH CH Swiss Run's Jamaican Me Crazy CD RE PT DD VGS WWD "Mon," Deanna Never & Ben Never, 09/14/14
GCH CH Swiss Run's Sd Denali RN PT ROM NWPD WWD "Aare," Deanna Never & Ben Never, 09/14/14
CH Trout Creek's Third Time's The Charm PT NA NAJ "Tre," Mary Jo Rasmussen, 09/14/14

Herding Tested (HT)
Cherished Major Drama At Rydell High HT "Rye," Amy Neal & Kimberly Woollard, 09/14/14

American Herding Breed Association – AHBA Herding

Herding Trial Arena Dog – Advanced Level – sheep (HTAD III-s)
Seneca’s Gypsy Boots NWPD NDD JHD HTADIII-s HTAD-d HTDI-d “Gypsy,” Allison & Blake Allen, 11/23/14

**Herding Trial Arena Dog – Started Level – sheep (HTAD I-s)**
GCH CH RamsGate’s Full Moon Rising HTAD I-s JHD "Luna," Michele Slate & Antoinette Killpatrick, 11/22/14
GCH CH Seneca’s Day Tripper HTAD I-s JHD "Cutter," Allison & Blake Allen, 11/23/14
Sunhaven’s Chocolate Peanut Butter Swirl HTAD1s STDc STDd STDs JHD HT PT RA NBDD NJP WPDX DD VGS "Linus," Christine Knorr & Barbara Martinez, 09/28/14

**Australian Shepherd Club of America – ASCA Herding**

**Working Trial Champion (WTCH)**
WTCH CH Petra Of Whispering Pine HRD III-s HSAdsc HIAs STDc ATDs OTDc OTDd STDsGSM HSAs HRD-I STDc “Petra,” Tom Easterly & Grace Easterly, 05/03/14

**Open Trial Dog – Sheep (OTDs)**
Sunhaven’s Chocolate Peanut Butter Swirl CD RA HSAs NJP DD WPDX NBDD OTDs VGS "Linus," Christine Knorr & Barbara Martinez, 12/14/14

**Started Trial Dog – Cattle (STDc)**
CH SunHaven’s Chocolate Peanut Butter Swirl STDc STDd STDs JHD HT PT RA NBDD NJP WPDX DD VGS "Linus," Christine Knorr & Barbara Martinez, 05/31/14

**Started Trial Dog – Ducks (STDd)**
CH SunHaven’s Chocolate Peanut Butter Swirl CD RA PT NJP WPD VGS JHD DD NBDD STDs STDd "Linus," Christine Knorr & Barbara Martinez, 04/06/14

**Started Trial Dog – Sheep (STDs)**
CH SunHaven’s Chocolate Peanut Butter Swirl CD RA PT NJP WPD VGS JHD DD NBDD STDs STDs "Linus," Christine Knorr & Barbara Martinez, 04/05/14

**Junior Herding Dog - sheep (JHD-s)**
GCH CH RamsGate’s Full Moon Rising JHD "Luna," Michele Slate & Antoinette Killpatrick, 11/22/14
Working Pack Dog Excellent (WPDX)
Sunhaven's Chocolate Peanut Butter Swirl CD RA HSAs NJP DD WPDX NBDD VGS "Linus," Christine Knorr & Barbara Martinez, 10/19/14

Working Pack Dog (WPD)
Ch Almrausch Garden of the Princess CD NWPD DD VGS "Kaisten" Pamela & Ronald Capelli, 9/12/14
Matterhorn's Dublin Diva WPD RN "Willow," Jessie Mahoney, 05/25/14
Matterhorn's Last Dance WPD RN JHD "Hailey," Laurie Carmody & Robert Seibert, 05/25/14
Second Time's A Charm Sweet Caroline WPD "Caroline," Patrick & Jan Clifford, 01/12/14
CH Seneca's Roman Candle Reigns Vesta WWD WPDX CA "Vesta," Jennie Chen & Janelle Kaiser, 02/02/14

Novice Working Pack Dog (NWPD)
Cherished Dancing Til Midnight WWD NWPD "Ella," Gary Stetler & Kim Woollard, 11/02/14
Cimarron's Aspen Trail to Togan "Togan," Julia Bixby, 10/19/14
Cimarron's Toiyabe Trailblazer CGC NWPD "Toiyabe," Amanda Hoyer, 11/25/14
Copper Sky As Luck Would Have It NWPD "Lexi," Khalida Hendricks, 11/02/14
Dufenhof Wabash Cannonball NWPD "Dewey," Danyelle & Lauren Sweeney & Ellyn Signet, 06/08/14
Eva Ilsanna Vom Alzimm NWPD "Eva," Donna & Gary Loveday, 11/02/14
CH Kismet Captain Avery's Toby NWPD "Toby," Wayne and Janie Hecker, 06/08/14
Lanbur Copper Sky Aerial NWPD "Ace," Khalida Hendricks, 11/02/14
Landhof's Talsee of Brush Creek NWPD CD JHD RN "Zuri," Tiffanie Cross & Byron Cross, 09/13/14
GCH CH Matterhorn's Burning Down The House RN NWPD "Pyro," Laurie and Alexandra Carmody, 12/28/14
Ticino's Lindor of Blossom Hill WWDS NWPD "Truffle," Karen Gross, 11/28/14
CH Trout Creek's Top Hat in Tails NWPD "Teddy," Sharon Gardner, 06/08/14
GCH CH TwinPeaks Amuse Bouche NWPD "Caboo," Denise Mitterando & Erin McWilliams, 11/29/14

Weight Pull

ACE Award (ACE)
Cherished Regal Rolls Royce ACE "Royce," Kara Fields and Kimberly Woollard, 04/06/14
Pharaon Quarterworld ACE "Ferris," Robbie Diffee, Judy B. Fletcher & Laura Bullock, 09/07/14
**Working Weight Dog Superior (WWDS)**
CH Cherished All You Need Is Love WWDS "Charlie," Seth Hayes & Kimberly Woollard, 10/18/14
CH Halfmoon’s Cupboard Under the Stairs WWDS "Lola," 10/24/14
Pharaon Quarterworld WWDS "Ferris," Robbie Diffey, Judy B. Fletcher & Laura Bullock, 08/16/14
GCH Witkacy Caveat Actor WWDS BN "Max," Kathy Kimmeth, Brian and Debbie Cavanaugh, 10/26/14

**Working Weight Dog Excellent (WWDX)**
CH Adanvto Nakoma’s Reign “Nakoma” Stacey & Madeline Gwin, 10/24/14
GCH CH Cherished Deb’s Perfect Pot of Tea MDD CDX RE THD WWDX VGSX "Elliot," Debbie Fields and Kim Woollard, 05/25/14
CH Halfmoon’s Cupboard Under the Stairs WWDX "Lola," 2/01/14
Pharaon Quarterworld WWDX "Ferris," Robbie Diffey, Judy B. Fletcher & Laura Bullock, 08/16/14
CH SunHaven’s Chocolate Peanut Butter Swirl WWDX STDc STDd STDs JHD HT PT RA NBDD NJP WPDX DD VGS "Linus," Christine Knorr & Barbara Martinez, 10/19/14
GCH Witkacy Caveat Actor BN WWDX "Max," Kathy Kimmeth, Brian and Debbie Cavanaugh, 10/12/14

**Working Weight Dog (WWD)**
CH Adanvto Nakoma’s Reign “Nakoma” Stacey & Madeline Gwin, 2/1/14
CH Cherished Double Cup of Tennessee Mud WWD ROM "Dolly," Kimberly M Woollard, 05/25/14
Cherished It's Not Easy Being Green Of Twinpine CD WWD AXJ OA DD VGS "Elphie," Steve and Dori Likevich, 10/19/14
GCH CH Derby’s Xotic Daisy O'Spot NWPD WWD RE BN "Daisy," Alan McFadden, Kristin Kleeman & Debra Echols, 02/01/14
CH Matterhorn’s Cotton Candy BN WWD "Candy," Kim Floyd & Laurie Carmody, 10/24/14
Pharaon Quarterworld WWD "Ferris," Robbie Diffey, Judy B. Fletcher & Laura Bullock, 08/16/14
GCH Suma-Shadetree's Come Dance With Me WWD "Ava," Jenna Starr, 08/03/14

---

**Conformation**

**Grand Championship (GCH)**
GCH CH Alpinez Gold Digger, Alyssa A Shah, 09/13/14
GCH CH Alpinez Pirate's Gold "Gambit," Craig Lozofsky & Alyssa A Shah, 06/01/14
GCH CH Alpinez Rose Gold CGC "Arbor," Camille Sybert & Alyssa A Shah, 11/01/14
GCH CH Breezy Ridge Alpzyt "Barrett," Mark O'Neil & Holly Witzgall & Sally O'Neil & Kristin Krumpe, 06/28/14
GCH CH Brkhaven's Ralph Lauren "Tripp," Scott Patton, 01/05/14
GCH CH Cabro 7 SD Kismet's Aria "Melody," H Joseph Neuman Jr. & Carol Neuman, 03/01/14
GCH CH Cabro Siete Maxwell's Silver Hammer "Max," Carol A Gehret, 09/13/14
GCH CH Calypso Heath's Miss Mcgillicuddy "Lucy," Daniela Jex & Todd Thornton & Terry Brown & Erik Jex, 02/17/14
GCH CH Cedarcoves Hardy Stout CGC "Guinness," Aaron Nusbaum & Jacki Nusbaum, 04/12/14
GCH CH Cedarcoves Knight Sir Bentley "Bentley," Jaclyn Ann Spradley, 02/15/14
GCH CH Cedarcoves M'Bers Blue Moon "Blue," Tracy A MacEachern, 07/12/14
GCH CH Cherished Deb's Perfect Pot Of Tea CDX BN GN RE THD CGC "Elliot," Debbie Fields & Kimberly Woollard, 05/02/14
GCH CH Dahlgren's April Lily Of The Valley ACE "Lily," Katrine & Skip Shorb & Jenna Starr-Farling, 10/25/14
GCH CH Derbytoo Cast Your Ballot "Cassie," Jerry Kennedy & Lori Morrison & Joey Morrison & Debbie Kennedy, 03/13/14
GCH CH Double Q's Count Fadri The Peach Rule "Fadri," Matthew & Sallyann Koontz, 11/30/14
GCH CH Fire Dance Sudden Impact "Harry," Donna Zetterquist & Antoinette Kilpatrick, 07/12/14
GCH CH Fireside's A River Runs Through It v Sawmill "River," Laura Bullock, 06/14/14
GCH CH Fireside's Lions For Lambs "Jasper," Logan Koontz & Laura Bullock, 08/23/14
GCH CH Fireside's The Chase "Jake," Paula Robles, 01/26/14
GCH CH Foundation's Kai Houha "Kai," Casey Sterling & Sandy Sterling & Jerry Sterling, 08/23/14
GCH CH Gideon Des Joyeuses Gambades "Gideon," Erin McWilliams, 08/15/14
GCH CH K2's Gv Misty Mountain Hop "Misty," Kathy Plowucha & Valerie McGraw & Ken Plowucha, 03/15/14
GCH CH Kismet's Suddanly Dream Weaver "Brutus," Carol Neuman & H Joseph Neuman, 05/11/14
GCH CH Kismet's Winner Takes It All "Cassie," H Joseph Neuman Jr. & Carol Neuman, 07/06/14
GCH CH Matterhorn's Burning Down The House RN "Pyro," Laurie Raynor-Carmody & Alexandra Carmody, 06/06/14
GCH CH Northwoods Daddy-O Enzo "Enzo," Erin Stammer & Dr. Rebecca Martin, 03/22/14
GCH CH Painted Mtn's Olaf The Viking Pirate "Olaf," Lisa K Simonsen & Kathy Deyo, 06/21/14
GCH CH Ramsgate's Diamond In The Rough "Quinn," Michele Slate & Antoinette Killpatrick, 02/21/14
GCH CH Ramsgate's Full Moon Rising "Luna," Michele Slate & Antoinette Killpatrick, 05/03/14
GCH CH Remington's Pride First Knight "Leonidas," Sarah Rensch & Sandra Streit, 08/17/14
GCH CH Sawmill's Dottie Desdemona "Little Dot," Judy Brown-Fletcher & Stephen Fletcher & Rob Keesling, 01/24/14
GCH CH Seneca's Day Tripper "Cutter," Janelle Kaiser, 01/19/14
GCH CH Seneca's Knight In Shining Armor "Castle," Elizabeth A Coit, 07/20/14
GCH CH Shadetree's Moliver's Twist "Molly," Katie & Randy Markley, 10/25/14
GCH CH Suddanly Jamaica Me Happy "Hogan," Michele O'Brien & Daniel Campeau & David O'Brien, 06/15/14
GCH CH Suma-Shadetree Good Girl Friday "Friday," Katie Markley & Randy Markley, 08/09/14
GCH CH Suma's Milo "Milo," Laura and Eric Hendrix, 08/31/14
GCH CH Trout Creek's On A Roll "Tucker," Kris Mikkelborg & Bonnie Huett, 02/21/14
GCH CH Trout Creek's You'Re On JHD "Onna," Bonnie Huett, 02/22/14
GCH CH Wildest Dream Hearts S.O. Had Enough CD "Tangelo," Dawn Fralick & Tina Bailey & Bob Fralick & John Bailey, 03/09/14

Championship (CH)
CH 100 Acres Mp22 @ Majestic Woods "Coco," Donna Rollins, 04/12/14
CH Adanvto Nakoma's Reign "Nokoma," Stacey Gwin & Madeline Gwin, 04/13/14
CH Aegis Coney Island Baby "Tonka," Althea Gill & Kristin Krumpe, 06/28/14
CH Aegis Ellis Island Special "Ellie," Kris Van Laningham & Kristin Krumpe, 04/12/14
CH Aegis Say No More "Eden," Kristin Krumpe & Kim Conway, 11/01/14
CH Aegis Spuyten Duyvil "Dutch," Gregory Wright & Kristin Krumpe, 10/24/14
CH Alki's Essential Ubiquity, Nancy Sturgis, 01/17/14
CH Alpinez Double Shot CGC "Jura," Alyssa Shah & Kristy Stecker & Daman Wood, 10/19/14
CH Alpinez Gold Barron, Steve Robinson & Alyssa A Shah & Janet Crown Robinson, 07/06/14
CH Alpinez Gold Medal Ribbon Sophie, Kelly Stover & Alyssa A Shah, 01/19/14
CH Alpinez Invest In Gold "Gus," Rachelle Kramer & Alyssa A Shah, 02/22/14
CH Alpinez Rose Gold "Arbor," Camille Sybert & Alyssa A Shah, 05/18/14
CH Amber II, Julianne Wilson, 09/27/14
CH Bermuda High's Curtain Call "Ripken," Valerie Guthrie, 11/02/14
CH Bermuda High's Ryde Into The Sunset CGC "Ryder," Tony & Brittany Kiser, 07/26/14
CH Bit-A-Swissy's Back In The Saddle RN CGC "Bub," Anne Beer & Henry Beer, 06/01/14
CH Breezy Ridge Razzmatazz "Tazz," Holly Witzgall, 09/17/14
CH Brush Creek's Pearline II Of Landhof "Pearline," Kathleen Borgmeyer & Brigitte Rhinehart, 04/26/14
CH Cajun Chex Kick Clark S Future "Chex," Molly & Lacey McNally, 11/09/14
CH Calypso Scrabble's Phoenix "Sophie," Lauren Thompson & Terry Brown & Bev Brown, 02/14/14
CH Calypso's Dinwoodie Fuddnuddler "Woody," Casey & Cody Campbell / Terry & Bev Brown, 10/26/14
CH Carlsons Magnificent Misty Blue, Robert E Carlson & Kathleen Carlson, 07/27/14
CH Cedarcoves M'bers Blue Moon "Blue," Tracy A MacEachern, 02/15/14
CH Cedarcoves Stack And Deliver Siren's Trick Cent "Lincoln," Jeremy Rudolf & Kristen Langan, 05/31/14
CH Cherished A Convertible Under The Tree, For Me "Bentley," John Gerber & Kimberly Woollard, 07/19/14
CH Dahlgren's Patriotic Heart "Panzer," Rebecca Branc aleone & Jenna Starr-Farling & Giuseppe Branc aleone, 06/13/14
CH Dahlgren's United We Stand "Cuba," Laila Bolsteins & Jenna Starr-Farling, 08/10/14
CH Dakota Mi Amigo Van De Dovondolin "Koda," Penelope Busher, 04/19/14
CH Devon's Jacques Frost Of Shamrock "Jack," William Irvine & Shirley Irvine, 10/17/14
CH Devon's The Thunder Rolls "Victor," Amy Pisarik & Susan Justice & Bart Pisarik, 07/12/14
CH Double Q N Nox's Stay Away Joe "Joey," Colleen Robson & Todd Robson & Andrew Hillstrand, 07/04/14
CH Double Q's Brown Eyed Handsome Man "Toby," Mary Jo Rasmussen & Mary Beth Usery & Catherine O Cooper, 11/06/14
CH Double Q's Derby Hits The Spot! "FiFi," Alan Mcfadden & Debra Echols, 09/17/14
CH Double Q's Johnny On The Spot! "Johnny," Mary Jo Rasmussen, 10/11/14
CH Double Q's Spot On At Derby! "Fido," Alan Mcfadden & Debra Echols, 10/25/14
CH Dream Of The Glory Days "Glory," Michael Singleton & Anna Wallace & Renee Singleton, 05/04/14
CH Dufenhof Race For The Pennant CD RN AXP AJP "Sprite," Megan Fletcher Westenmeyer & Ellyn M Signet, 10/25/14
CH Dufenhof The Real New Deal "McCoy," Ellyn M Signet, 02/15/14
CH Elizabeth Dream's Of Cathrine "Olive," Karen Conant & Skip Conant, 08/01/14
CH Fire Dance Sudden Impact "Harry," Donna Zetterquist & Antoinette Kilpatrick, 03/22/14
CH Fire Dance The Wizard Of Oz "Oz," Heidi Steenstra & Donna Zetterquist, 08/23/14
CH Fireside's Legal Eagle "Logan," Laura Bullock, 03/22/14
CH Foundation's Kai Houha "Kai," Casey, Sandy & Jerry Sterling, 01/26/14
CH Hidden Hill's Giovanni Too Hot To Handle "Junior," Mary Grunewald & Joe Grunewald Sr., 05/03/14
CH Houha's I Am The Doctor "Doc," Cathy Cooepr & Jessica Kalupa & Mary Beth Usery & Nathan Houha, 11/13/14
CH Imperials Working Girl "Tess", Susan Justice & Amy Pisarik, 01/25/14
CH Jotunheim Yogi "Yogi" David Lloyd & Lori Price & Ann Telnaes, 03/08/14
CH Kismet Captain Avery's Toby "Toby," Wayne Hecker & Janie Hecker, 04/12/14
CH Kismet's Once Upon A Time "Odet," H Joseph Neuman & Carol Neuman & Diana Gartz & Eric Gartz, 09/14/14
CH Kismet's Suddanly I'Ve Got The Power "Cromwell," Daniel C Campeau & Carol S Neuman & H. Joseph Neuman, 09/14/14
CH Kismet's Winner Takes It All "Cassie", H Joseph Neuman Jr. & Carol Neuman, 04/11/14
CH Landhof's Umbria Of Brush Creek BN "Umbria," Sandy Sterling & Kathleen Borgmeyer, 06/14/14
CH Landhof's Ursula Of Brush Creek "Ursula," Kathleen Borgmeyer & Brigitte Rhinehart, 08/16/14
CH Landhof's Vivian Of Brush Creek "Vivian," Brigitte Rhinehart & Kelly Beebe & Kathleen Borgmeyer, 03/09/14
CH Landhof's Wilma Of Brush Creek "Wilma," Kathleen Borgmeyer & Brigitte Rhinehart, 11/08/14
CH Land's End No Worries "Hakuna," Winifred H Sienkwicz & Karen K Chandor & Chloe H Sienkewicz, 07/06/14
CH Matterhorn's Von Koch "Ferdinand," Douglas Gray & Laurie Carmody & Leslie Koch, 09/27/14
CH Mountain Grizly Bear Quarterworld "Grizzly," Molly & Lacey McNally, 11/06/14
CH Northwoods Dab Of Magic "Merlin," Heidi Steenstra & Dr. Rebecca Martin, 03/20/14
CH Northwoods Xpedition Of Painted Mtn "Venture," Dr. Rebecca & Dr. Gregory Martin, 10/26/14
CH Painted Mtn Saddle Up "Munny," Lisa K Simonsen, 03/23/14
CH Painted Mtn's H2o, Lisa K Simonsen "Splash," 11/15/14
CH Pharaon Quarterworld ACE "Ferris," Laura Bullock & Judy Fletcher, 11/09/14
CH Quiet Valleys Annie Get Your Gun CGC "Annie," Patricia A Cole, 06/15/14
CH Ramsgate's Winning Ticket "Darby," Wendy Soo Hoo & Michele Slate, 03/15/14
CH Remington's Pride First Knight "Leonidas," Sarah Rensch & Sandra Streit, 05/02/14
CH Rose Ridge Alpha Bootes "Buzz", Sierra Lyons & Charles Ringering, 07/05/14
CH Seavaridge's Welby Wishbone "Welby", Anthony Dean Lehman & Anita Joy Lehman, 01/30/14
CH Seavaridges Where's Wonderful Wally "Wally," Barbara Ann Navetta, 05/17/14
CH Seavaridge's Wind Beneath My Wings "Windy," Christie R Gisewhite, 07/20/14
CH Seneca's All Shined And Lacquered Up "Petina," Janelle Kaiser & Elizabeth Coit, 11/09/14
CH Seneca's Hat Trick Upper Ninety Striker Walter, "Walter," Brandon Foth & Janelle Kaiser & Elizabeth Coit, 02/07/14
CH Seneca's Knight In Shining Armor "Castle," Elizabeth A Coit, 02/08/14
CH Seneca's Nono's Notorious Red Poppy "Poppy," Janelle Kaiser, 05/17/14
CH Seneca's Stung By A Tracker Jacker "Tracker," Janelle Kaiser, 03/14/14
CH Sennenhund Rossii International Sensation "Todd," Catherine Cooper & Mary Beth Usery, 05/25/14
CH Sevaridge Z Icing On The Cake At Twinpeaks "Zamboni", Erin McWilliams, 08/03/14
CH Shadetree Keep Dancin With Swiss Run RN CGC "Tango," Deanna Never & Christina M Rossetti, 05/31/14
CH Shadetree's Alpine Ambler PT "Toby," Dr. Roberta Seidman & John Fleagle, 09/26/14
CH Shadetree's Furst Lil Deuce Coupe "Cooper," Jana Furst, 08/08/14
CH Shadetree's Keeper Of The Stars "Tara," Catherine O Cooper, 08/10/14
CH Shadetree's Moliver's Twist "Molly," Catherine Cooper, 07/06/14
CH Shadetree's Post Samurai "Sammy," Catherine Cooper, 09/07/14
CH Snowy Mtn's Governor Of Blossom Hill "Governor," Karen Brown, 09/14/14
CH Sooner's Taste The Rainbow "Skittles," Susan A McClintick, 01/05/14
CH S'Rendi's Purple Passion At Dahlgren "Ngata," Jenna Starr-Farling & Suzanne Sparrow, 10/25/14
CH Suma-Shadetree Izzy Lou "Izzy," Catherine O Cooper & Mary Beth Usery, 10/05/14
CH Suma-Shadetree's Arabella "Arabella," Mary Beth Usery & Mrs. Catherine O Cooper, 08/23/14
CH Suma-Shadetree's Trump This "Tiara," Anna Wallace, 09/21/14
CH Sunstone's Light My Fire At Cornerstone "Torch," Ann Rita Rimler & Gary Rimler, 06/01/14
CH Swiss Run's Black Bear "Eclair," Evan Davis & Deanna Never, 03/01/14
CH Swiss Run's I Feel The Need, The Need For Speed "Ryder," Deanna & Ben Never, 10/11/14
CH Swiss Run's Off With Her Head "Arley," Michael Kulikowski & Deanna Never, 07/13/14
CH Trout Creeks Cascade Summer Rain "Cascade," Claire Trescott & Bonnie Huett, 11/16/14
CH Trout Creek's Second Time's The Charm NA NAJ "Tre," Mary Jo Rasmussen, 06/22/14
CH Trout Creek's Time To Have Some Fun NWPD "Barkley," Patti Ann Monzie & Bonnie Huett, 06/21/14
CH Trout Creek's Third Time's The Charm NA NAJ "Tre," Mary Jo Rasmussen, 06/22/14
CH Twin Peaks Le Grand Royal Sans Fromage "Bullwinkle," Richard Alan Miller M.D., 05/26/14
CH Twinpeaks Amuse Bouche CGC "Caboo," Denise Mitterando & Erin McWilliams, 05/25/14
CH Twinpeaks Island Black Star "Lynx," Cynthia Kelsey & Gary Kelsey, 06/21/14
CH Twinpeaks Scouts Honor "Scout," Chris & Sarah Fuentes & Erin McWilliams, 10/12/14
The AKC and GSMDCA titles recognized at this banquet cover the period January 1, 2014 to December 31, 2014.

Conformation Rankings are for the Calendar Year 2014.

Obedience Top Winners are for the Calendar Year 2014.

Owner-Handled Champions are for the Calendar Year 2014.

* = Titles earned during the last awards period and not included in the last Awards Program.

If you wish to report a title, or learn how to earn one, contact:
Draft Chair – Jim Rasmussen
Herding Chair – Laurie Carmody
Obedience Chair – Chris Lero
Pack Dog Chair – Teresa Petterson
Versatility Chair – Lesley Fisher
Weight Pull Chair – Linda Kaminski
Working Titles Chair – Kelly Nevin

If you have a correction to your Swissy’s information, contact:
Awards Chair – Kelly Nevin

Register of Merit
A ROM is earned for progeny that receive an AKC Championship. A dam must produce 5 champions and a sire must produce 10 champions.

Legion of Merit
Awarded to Sires that have produced 3 ROM offspring and Dams that have produced 2 ROM offspring.

Versatility Greater Swiss
The versatility award was created to recognize those Greater Swiss Mountain Dogs who show great breadth of achievement. One of the primary goals of this award is to encourage all Swissy breeders and owners to preserve the Swissy as an "all around" dog with a long tradition as a multi-use farm dog as well as a beautiful show dog. A VGS title is earned upon completion of the CD title, plus 3 other GSMDCA accepted titles, including those in the...
areas of Draft Dog, Pack Dog, Working Weight Dog, Agility, Herding, Conformation.

**Versatility Greater Swiss Excellent**
The Versatility Greater Swiss Excellent (VGSX) title is awarded to dogs whose achievements have been recognized with at least four (4) conformation, obedience, and performance event certifications earned beyond primary levels. Dogs receiving the VGSX title must have completed at least an AKC conformation Championship (CH), and AKC Companion Dog Excellent (CDX) title, and two (2) other titles from two (2) of the other performance categories at advanced levels.

**Versatile Companion Dog**
Versatile Companion Dog 1 (VCD1) is given to a dog that has earned the AKC titles of Companion Dog (CD), Novice Agility (NA) or Novice Agility Preferred (NAP), Novice Agility Jumpers (NAJ) or Novice Agility Jumpers Preferred (NJP), and Tracking Dog (TD).

**Draft Dog**
Draft Tests are a series of exercises designed to develop and demonstrate the natural abilities of purebred Greater Swiss Mountain Dogs in a working capacity. The Greater Swiss Mountain Dog has historically functioned as a draft dog in various capacities, and performance of these exercises is intended to demonstrate skills resulting from both inherent ability and training which are applicable to realistic work situations. Dogs must be willing to work with their handlers and the exercises must be accomplished efficiently. It is also desirable that the dog evidence willingness and enjoyment of his work in a combination of controlled teamwork with his handler and natural independence. To earn a GSMDCA draft dog title, your swissy must earn a passing score in all elements of the draft test. A NDD title is earned at the Novice (on-leash) level, and a DD title is earned at the Open (off-leash) level.

**Pack Dog**
Earning a Pack Dog title requires the dog to carry a percentage of its weight on a 5, 8 or 10-mile hikes on separate occasions (legs). At the Novice (NWPD) level the dog carries 20% of its weight for 4 legs. At the WPD level, the dog carries 20% for 5 legs or 30% for 4 legs. The Working Pack Dog Excellent tile (WPDX) is earned when the dog carries 20% for 10 legs or 30% for 8 legs.

**Weight Pull**
Dogs compete to see who can pull the most weight 16 feet. They pull a wheeled cart on an earthen surface. The handler has no contact with the dog during the pull, so it is up to the dog’s willingness to pull. To earn a GSMDCA Working Weight Dog title, your swissy must successfully pull the following weight at 4 separate qualified events: WWD – 10 times their body weight; WWDX – 15 times their body weight; WWDS – 20 times their body weight (only 3 times); ACE – Dogs must have completed the 3 titles (WWD, WWDX, and WWDS). With continued competition (after the WWDS title) dogs shall be awarded points. With 100 points they shall be awarded the ACE title by the GSMDCA.

**Agility**
Agility is a sport in which a dog runs through a timed obstacle course under the guidance of the handler. Each run is timed and scored with the goal of completing the course with the highest score possible. To acquire an Agility title, a dog must earn 3 qualifying scores per class level under at least two different judges.

**Conformation**
Dog shows (conformation events) are intended to evaluate breeding stock. Judges examine the dogs and place them in accordance to how close each dog compares with the judge’s mental image of the “perfect” dog as described in the breed’s official standard. These standards include qualifications for structure, temperament and movement. In short, they describe the characteristics that allow the breed to perform the function for which it was bred. Most show dogs are competing for points toward their championship. To become an official AKC champion of record, a dog must earn a total of 15 points, which includes 2 major wins under 2 different judges.

**Obedience**
Obedience Trials test a dog’s ability to perform a prescribed set of exercises on which it is scored. Dogs and
handlers compete against a standard of perfection, rather than against each other. To earn a qualifying score (leg),
the team must score more than 50% of the possible points in each exercise, and earn a total score of at least 170
out of a possible 200 points. An obedience title is earned with 3 qualifying scores (legs).

Novice: The first level, Novice, results in your dog earning a Companion Dog (CD) title. The dog will have to heel
both on and off leash at different speeds, come when called, stay (still and quietly) with a group of other dogs when
told, and stand for a simple physical exam.

Open: The second level, Open, results in your dog earning a Companion Dog Excellent (CDX) title. He must do
many of the same exercises as in Novice, but off-leash and for longer periods. Additionally, there are jumping and
retrieving tasks.

Rally
Rally is a sport in which the dog and handler complete a course that has been designed by the rally judge. The
judge tells the handler to begin, and the dog and handler proceed at their own pace through a course of designated
stations (10 - 20, depending on the level). Each of these stations has a sign providing instructions regarding the
next skill that is to be performed. Scoring is not as rigorous as traditional obedience. To qualify, dog and handler
must receive a minimum score of 70 points out of a possible perfect score of 100. A rally title is earned when three
qualifying scores have been earned under at least two different judges.

Tracking
Tracking Tests allow dogs to demonstrate their natural ability to recognize and follow human scent. A dog only
needs to complete one track successfully to earn each title. A dog earns a title by following a track with changes of
direction and changes of terrain at advanced levels. The track is laid by a human tracklayer and is "aged" before
the dog begins scenting. The goal is to use the scented track to locate an article left at the end of the trail by the
tracklayer. The owner, who doesn't know where the track goes, follows the dog on a long leash and can encourage
the dog during the test.

Herding
To earn a Junior Herding Dog (JHD), the dog must demonstrate its ability to collect and control stock, put stock in
motion, move the stock in straight lines and turns, negotiate obstacles and come to a reliable stop at the pen. The
stock must be taken through both corner panels and through the center obstacle to qualify. Course time is 8
minutes.

Herding Trial Dog classes, with levels HTD I, II and III, take place on a standard course. All levels include an
outrun, lift, fetch, wear and/or drive, and pen. At the started level, the outrun is short and the handler may
accompany the dog and sheep throughout the course.

At the intermediate level, the outrun is longer and the handler may accompany the dog only partway through the
course. At the advanced level, the outrun is longer, the handler remains at the handler's post until time to pen, and
after the pen there is an additional exercise (removing a ribbon from a marked sheep).

For the AKC Pre-Trial tested title (PT), the dog must qualify twice under two different judges. The five elements of
the test are: 1. A Stay (controlled pause) at the beginning. 2. Controlled passage of stock including clearing the
four gates. 3. One stop on course. 4. One stop while the handler opens the pen gate. 5. Penning the sheep.

Club Awards

Ambassador of the Breed Award
Honoring the Swissy of outstanding distinction in the previous year.

Friend of the Greater Swiss Mountain Dog
Awarded to the individual who has done the most for the GSMD in the United States in the preceding year.

Margaret Poole Lifetime Achievement Award
To honor from time to time a person or team demonstrating exemplary service to the GSMDCA over many years.

Exemplary Junior Award
The Junior (over 9 yrs. Under 18 yrs) who has demonstrated exemplary sportsmanship and dedication to the
GSMD in the preceding year through participation in various events or through community service that has
contributed to the welfare of the breed or the GSMDCA. Parent or guardian of Junior must be a member of the GSMDCA.

**Owner-Handled Champion**
The owner-handled award was created to recognize the owner of a Greater Swiss Mountain Dog that is handled for all 15 points to its championship by the registered owner of record. Breeders must be the only owner of a dog in order to be eligible. Professional handlers are eligible for this award only if they are the sole registered owner on the dog. If a professional handler is a co-owner on the dog, the nonprofessional co-owner must be the one that handled the dog for all 15 points to the championship. Paperwork for the owner handled champions is the responsibility of the owner to send to the GSMDCA Statistician by March 1st of the following year.

**Top Producer of Champions**
Recognizes the Sire and Dam having produced the most AKC Conformation Champion get during a calendar year.

**Top Producer of Working Titles**
Awarded to the Sire and Dam producing the most working titled offspring (or get) within the Calendar year. Working and obedience titles counted in the versatility program are considered. Multiple titles per get are counted, if there is a tie in the number of titles earned by get, the number of get with working titles is the tie-breaker.

**Breeder’s Achievement Award**
Recognition is to be awarded every calendar year to every breeder that meets the award requirements. Every recipient is to be listed in the Sentinel and listed on the GSMDCA Website (listed with name, kennel name, and city, state, no specific contact information will be listed). The top 5 achievers are to be listed in rank order (the remaining in alphabetical order).

**Breeder’s Cup**
Commemorative Plaque is to be awarded to the highest achieving breeder in a calendar year. Winner must meet all of the following requirements and achieve the highest number of points.

**Rankings**

**Conformation Rankings**
Top Ten All-Breed statistics are based on dogs defeated in Best of Breed and Group competition. AKC TopDogs reports for the previous calendar year are the source for the All-Breed rankings.

Top Ten Breed statistics are based on dogs defeated in Best of Breed competition. AKC TopDogs reports for the previous calendar year are the source for the Breed rankings.

**Obedience Rankings**
Ranking Lists are based on data obtained from the AKC. The top 5 scoring dogs will be identified in Novice A, Open A&B, and Utility A&B. Novice B will be divided into two different lists: a Novice B#1 list for dogs that earn the CD title in a given year and a Novice B#2 list for dogs competing in Novice B in a given year who already have earned a CD title. A Novice B dog will be limited to only one of the Novice B lists in a given year. A dog that has a CD title and subsequently earns 3 or more additional qualifying scores in a given year will automatically be considered for placement on the Novice B#2 list and not the Novice B#1 list. For dogs earning a title in any given year, an average score based on the first three qualifying scores associated with earning the CD, CDX or UD titles will be used. For dogs that have already earned the CD, CDX, or UD title, an average score will be based on the total number of qualifying scores in that class earned subsequent to the title during a given year, with a minimum requirement of 3 qualifying scores required.

**Disclaimer:** The titles included herein are not intended to represent all titles/achievements earned by each Swissy, only those gathered for this awards banquet.